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THE POEMS OF THE EPIC CYCLE.
IN an article published in the last volume of this Journal I
endeavoured to show (1) that the extant fragments of the
'chrestomathy' of Proclus represent the Trojan part of the
'Epic Cycle' more completely than has been maintained by
eminent scholars; and (2) that, on the other hand, they are less
trustworthy than they appear to be as a source of knowledge of
the so-called ' Cyclic' poems. That is to say, the notion of a considerable lacuna in Proclus' abstract is not borne out by a more
thorough examination of the only extant manuscript. But
that abstract does not always give a full or accurate account
of the several poems from which the Epic Cycle was made up.
And this incompleteness is found (1) when two of the poems
dealt with the same part of the story-in which case the abstract
leaves out one of the two versions altogether;--and also (2) when
the incidents of a poem are not in harmony with the accepted
mythological narrative. In the latter case the abstract gives the
version which was recognised as historically true. We have, in
short, an account, not of the original poems, but of so much of
their contents as served for a continuous and complete history
of the world.
It is difficult to determine whether these omissions and
alterations were made in the poems themselves-so that the
'Epic Cycle' consisted (to some extent at least) of extracts-or
only in the account of them given by Proclus. On the latter
view-which is supported by the high authority of Welcker-the Epic Cycle would be little more than a canon or accredited
list of the most important ancient epics.
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I have indicated a preference for the opinion that the 'poems
of the Epic Cycle' had themselves undergone some process of
mutilation to fit them for their place in the poetical chronicle.
But for the purpose of the inquiry now before us it is immaterial
how this question is decided. It will be enough if we bear in
mind that the portion of narrative assigned to each poem in the
abstract of Proclus does not always represent the plan and argument of the original work; consequently that the continuous
and consistent narrative of the abstract is not due to the ancient
'Cyclic' poets themselves. And with this notion of a strict
chronological sequence in the matter of the original poems, we
must dismiss from our minds the unfavourable view which it
implies of their merit as works of art. It cannot be too clearly
understood that the scriptor cyclicus of Horace has nothing to do
with the ancient epic poets now in question.
THE CYPRIA.

The first of the poems which composed the Trojan part of the
Epic Cycle was the Cypria. It was in eleven books, and was
generally attributed to Stasinus of Cyprus, sometimes to
Hegesias, or Hegesinus, of Salamis in Cyprus. The argument
as given by Proclus is as follows:Zeus having consulted with Themis as to the lightening of
the earth from the burden of its increasing multitudes, and
being advised to bring about a great war, sends Discord to the
marriage of Peleus and Thetis, and by means of the golden
apple causes a quarrel between the three goddesses, Here,
Athene, and Aphrodite. The victory of Aphrodite by the
'Judgment of Paris' leads to the voyage of Paris to Sparta, in
which he is accompanied by Aeneas, the son of Aphrodite. The
voyage is undertaken in spite of prophetic warnings from
Helenus and Cassandra. On the return journey, according to
Proclus' abstract, a storm was sent by Here, and Paris was
driven out of his course as far as Sidon, which he took; but in
the original poem, as we know from Herodotus (2. 117), he
reached Troy in three days, with a fair wind and smooth sea.
The story then returned to Sparta, and related the war of the
Dioscuri with the Messenian twins, Idas and Lynceus, the
death of Castor, and the alternate immortality granted by Zeus
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to Castor and Pollux. Then come the preparations for the war.
Menelaus goes for advice to Agamemnon, and then to Nestor,
who relates the stories of Epopeus and the daughter of Lycus,
of Oedipus, of the madness of Hercules, and of Theseus and
Ariadne. They then make a circuit of Greece, and assemble
the chiefs for the expedition against Troy. Ulysses, feigning
madness to avoid serving, is detected by Palamedes. The fleet
is mustered at Aulis in Boeotia, where the incident of 'the
sparrows takes place, with the prophecy of Calchas founded
upon it (II. 2. 300 ff.). The Greeks then set sail, but land by
mistake in Teuthrania, where they encounter the Mysians under
Telephus. In this combat Telephus is wouaded by Achilles.
On leaving Teuthrania the fleet is scattered by a storm, and
Achilles is cast on the island of Scyros, where he marries the
daughter of Lycomedes. Telephus, on the advice of an oracle,
comes to Argos, is cured of his wound by Achilles, and undertakes to serve as guide to the Greeks. The fleet is again
assembled at Aulis, and this time we have the story of Iphigenia-ending, however, not with her death, but as in the
version of the Iphigenia in Tauris. On the way to Troy
Philoctetes is wounded by the serpent, and left behind on the
island of Lemnos. Achilles quarrels with Agamemnon on a
question of precedence at the banquet. On the Greeks landing
in the Troad there is a battle in which Protesiiaus is killed by
Hector: then Achilles puts the Trojans to flight and slays
Cycnus, son of Poseidon. Then follows the embassy mentioned
in I1. 3. 205 ff.: then an attack on the walls of Troy (TetXooaXla): after which the Greeks ravage the Troad and take the
smaller towns. Achilles desires to see Helen, and the meeting
is brought about by Aphrodite and Thetis. He restrains the
Greeks from returning home, and performs various exploits
mentioned or implied in the Iliad, ending with the taking of
Thebe and the division of spoil in which he obtains Briseis
as his prize. Next comes the death of Palarnedes, and the
resolve of Zeus to aid the Trojans by withdrawing Achilles
from the Greek side. Finally there is a catalogue of the
Trojan allies.
The number of fragments given in Kinkel's edition is twenty.
two (besides three doubtful references). About half of them
are quotations, amounting in all to more than forty lines. The
B2
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fragments add something to our knowledge of the details of the
poem, and they serve (with the important exception of the
passage of Herodotus mentioned above) to confirm the outline
given by Proclus. Thus the opening lines (fr. 1 Kinkel) describe
the 'counsel of Zeus' for the relief of the too populous earth
(qv T6-e fpupla i3Xa C.7.X.). Two fragments (3 and 4) in
Athenaeus probably describe Helen arraying herself for the
judgment of Paris. Another in the same author (fr. 6) relates
how Nemesis, the mother of Helen, was pursued by Zeus, and
changed herself into many and various shapes to avoid him.
Several fragments (5, 7, 9, 14) belong to the episode of the
Dioscuri: from one of them we learn that Lynceus was endowed
with superhuman powers of sight, so that he could see from
Taygetus over the whole Peloponnesus, and through the trunk
of the oak in which the Dioscuri were hiding. Fr. 11 refers
to the son born to Achilles in Scyros, and tells us that the name
'Pyrrhus,' which does not occur in Homer, was given by
Lycomedes, the name 'Neoptolemus' by Phoenix. In fr. 16 we
have the account given by the Cypria to explain how it
happened that Chrysels, being a native of Chryse, was taken by
Achilles in the sack of Thebe (II. 1. 369). Regarding the death
of Palamedes fr. 18 related that he was drowned while fishing,
by Diomede and Ulysses. There are also references in the
fragments to the spear given by the gods to Peleus (fr. 2), the
quarrel of Achilles and Agamemnon (fr. 13), the slaying of Protesilaus (fr. 14). There is also a notice (fr. 17) of a curious
piece of mythology which does not appear at all in the argument of Proclus, viz. the story of Anius of Delos and his three
These names
, and
daughters, called OclvcS, repp~u
'EXat•.
were given to them on account of their
magical power of
producing an infinite quantity of wine, seed (i.e. corn), and
oil; so that once when the Greek army was threatened with
famine, Agamemnon (on the advice of Palamedes) sent for
them, and they came accordingly to Rhoeteum and fed the
Greek army.
The 'purpose of Zeus to relieve the Trojans,' with which
Proclus ends his abstract of the Cypria, was obviously intended
to lead up to the opening lines of the Iliad, and in particular
to the famous words in the fifth
S' dTeXetero 8ovX7j.
If so, the whole poem must have line-Atbt
been composed as an introduc-
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tion to the Iliad, like the Ante-homerica of the later epic poets.
It may be doubted, however, whether this extreme subservience
to Homer can be attributed to the original poet. He begins
his work, as we have seen, with a 'purpose of Zeus' to bring
about the war0'OpaKevc'o-etLvOavar) Bapoc*,ol0 ' &I' Tpoil

ijpcov iret'voVTo, ALtO S' TeXeIero 8ovXX4.

Here there is a no less evident echo of the words of the Iliad,
but with the effect of putting a different meaning upon them.
The question therefore arises-is it likely that the author of
the Cypria would twice make use of the notion of a purpose of
Zeus, in both cases clearly pointing to the 3ovX?1AiL6 of the
Iliad, but involving two entirely different interpretations of
that phrase? If not, we must suppose that the 3ovXl Atio'
placed at the end of the Cypria by Proclus does not belong to
the original poem, but was introduced (like the expedition to
Sidon) for the sake of agreement with Homer.
Of the plan and structure of the Cypria we learn something
from the Poetics of Aristotle, where it is given as an example of
the poems that have 'one hero, one time, and one action, con~
sisting of many parts' (vreplgva" cat' 7rep teva
Xpdvov Kxa/lav
The
hero
is
evidently Paris; the main
rpra^tv woXvUtepi).
action is the carrying away of Helen ('EVX'vP,apwrayrj). The
'one time' is more difficult to understand, in a poem which
begins with the marriage of Peleus and Thetis, and comes down
to a late period in the Trojan war. Possibly the time was
shortened by the device of introducing the earlier part of the
story in the form of an episode (as in the Odyssey), but of
this there is no trace in our authorities. A further element
of unity, however is furnished by the agency of Aphrodite,
which has very much the same prevailing influence over the
course of events in the Cypria that the agency of Athene has
in the Odyssey. This may be seen even in minor incidents, such
as the visit of Achilles to Helen, and in the prominence given
to Aeneas. The hero, accordingly, is the favourite of Aphrodite,
just as the hero of the Odysseyis the favourite of Athene. We
may gather, therefore, that the poem was characterised by a
distinct cthos, or vein of moral feeling. On the other hand, it

6
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is proved by the testimony of Aristotle that the Cypria had
much less unity of plan than the Iliad and Odyssey. It was not
indeed one of the poems in which all the adventures of a hero
are strung together, as in the later Yheseids and Heracleids of
which Aristotle speaks in another place (Poet. c. 8). But the
several parts of the action had an independent interest and
artistic value, such as we do not find in the Homeric poems:
they were not so completely subordi,:ated to the main action as
to be lost in it. In support of this criticism Aristotle points to
the fact (noticed in the previous article, see vol. iv. p. 317) that
the story of the Cypria yielded a great many subjects for
tragedies, whereas the Iliad and Odysseydid not lend themselves
readily to this mode of treatment. Other reasons may have
contributed to this result; it may be urged, for instance, that
the battles and debates of Homer were beyond the resources of
Greek stage machinery, and that most of the adventures of
Ulysses are without interest of a tragic kind. But this need
not affect the coaclusion which Aristotle wishes to enforce, viz.
the difference, in respect of unity of structure, between the
Cypria and the Homeric poems. On such a matter his judgment can hardly be disputed. Moreover, it is confirmed by the
argument of Proclus, and the fragments. The events which we
there find in outline cover a. space of several years, and are
enacted in many places-the scene changing from Thessaly to
Mt. Ida and Troy, then to Sparta, and back to Troy; then to
Messenia, then over Greece and so to the meeting-place at
Aulis; then to Mysia, Scyros, Argos, Aulis again, and so once
more to the Troad. As regards the external unities of space
and time, it is clear that the Cypria was formed on a different
model from either of the Homeric poems.
Turning from the plan and structure of the Cypria to consider
the details, we find in the first place, that there is clear evidence
that the poem was composed with direct reference to the Iliad,
to which it was to serve as an introduction. Thus the account
of the BovX? At6i at the outset (fr. 1), as has been observed, is
evidently founded upon the Homeric AdtvS' d7reXeiETro
/ovX'
(I. 1. 5), to which it gives a meaning which was certainly not
intended by the poet. The story that when Thebe was taken
by the Greeks Chrysels had come thither for a sacrifice to
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Artemis (fr. 16) is clearly a device to reconcile an apparent
contradiction in the first book of the liad.
So the taking of
Lyrnessus and Pedasus (fr. 15) is suggested by 11. 2. 690.,
20. 92; the giving of a spear to Peleus at his marriage (fr. 2) by
R. 16. 140; the embassy to Troy by 11. 3. 205; the portents seen
at Aulis by I1. 2. 301 ff. We might add the slaying of Protesilaus (fr. 14), the landing of Achilles in Scyros, and birth of
Neoptolemus (fr. 11), and the incident of Philoctetes; but in
these cases it is possible that the story was part of a legend
which survived independently of Homer. The catalogue of
the Trojan allies, however, must have been intended to supplement the list given in 11. 2. 816 ff., which is so much briefer
than the catalogue of the Greek army. Such an enlarged roll
would be the natural fruit of increased acquaintance with the
non-Hellenic races of Asia Minor.
On the other hand, it is no less apparent that a large proportion of the incidents of the Cypria belong to groups of legend
unknown to Homer.
1. The train of events with which the poem opens- the
purpose of depopulating the earth, the Apple of Discord, &c.seems to be a post-Homeric creation. The only incident in the
series to which there is an allusion in Homer is the
Judgment
of Paris, of whom it is said in II. 24. 29, 30-

80
ve1eeaYe OeioOT'eoleopeo-avXov"cKOVTO,
"6
q
Xv aXeyetv?7v.
O"ij ol7aXT0oo-iv
fl7Vlk7
16

TiV

Aristarchus obelised the passage on the ground (among others)
that velicecre is inappropriate, since it does not mean ' decided
against,' but ' scolded,' ' flouted.' This however would rather
show that the lines belong to a different version of the
incident; and the same thing is suggested by "Treo1
We
t'kcovro, and the ambiguous
phrase rrdpe
i.o-aavXov
oPaXXoa•vlqv.
must imagine Paris visited in his shepherd's
hut by the three
goddesses, spurning the two first and welcoming Aphrodite.
This, we may reasonably conjecture, was the local form of the
legend. It is parallel in some respects to the legend of
Anchises (given in the Homeric hymn to
Aphrodite), and to
other stories, told especially in Asia Minor, of
'gods coming
down in the likeness of men.' It is evident that the
ordinary

8
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version of the Judgment of Paris is less simple, and might be
created by the wish to fit it into the main narrative of the
Trojan War. It should be added that the 24th book of the
Iliad is probably later than the rest, and that in any case
there is no hint in Homer that the action of Paris towards the
goddesses had any connection with his expedition to Sparta.
Everything, in short, tends to show that the story was recast in
post-Homeric times, with the view of enhancing the importance
of Aphrodite in the Trojan story.
2. The episode of the Dioscuri appears to be a piece of local
Spartan or perhaps Messenian legend. The Messenian Twin
Brethren, Idas and Lynceus, are unknown to Homer. The
apotheosis of the Dioscuri is inconsistent with the language of
the Iliad (3. 243 7roi0i ~' 978 KdreXeV
Cvafooow ala), and moreover belongs to a distinctly post-Homeric order of ideas.
3. The landing in Mysia, with the story of Telephus, has all
the appearance of a graft upon the original story, probably
derived from local Mysian tradition. The awkward expedient
of a second muster of the fleet at Aulis was evidently made
necessary by this interpolation. The miraculous healing of
Telephus by Achilles is not in the manner of Homer, and the
representation of him as guiding the fleet to the Troad is at
variance with the Iliad, which assigns this service to Calchas.
4. The story of Iphigenia is non-Homeric. The daughters
of Agamemnon, according to Homer (II. 9. 145), areAao8ic ical 'Indfvao-a.

XpvucnOettLt•caL

Some later authorities supposed Iphigenia to be another name
for Iphianassa, but the author of the Cypria, as we learn from
the scholiast on Sophocles (El. 157), distinguished them, thus
making four in all.1 This may be regarded as an attempt to
reconcile the account of Homer with the legend of the sacrifice
of Iphigenia.
The version given in the Cypria (if we may trust the argument of Proclus) was that of the Iphigenia in Tauris of
Euripides, according to which Iphigenia was not put to death,
1 This is the meaning of the words
j
) &s t 'ra KdurpLawroL~ras
iro&aapas
5-7qaLv,'Ioyeverav ical 'Iloavaacrav, i.e.

' counting Iphigenia and Iphianassa.'

With this punctuation it is unnecessary to emend as Elmsley proposed
(reading 8' as Bla6dpovs, instead of the
numeral riaqapas).
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but was carried off by Artemis to be the priestess of her
Taurian altar, and as such to be immortal. This form of the
story is necessarily later than the Greek settlements on the
northern coasts of the Euxine; possibly, however, it was not
in the original text of the poem.
5. Cycnus, the 'Swan-hero,' son of Poseidon, is a nonHomeric figure. In later accounts he is invulnerable, and can
only be despatched by being forced to leap into the sea.
According to another version he is changed into a swan, like
the Schwan-ritterof German legend. As the argument of Proclus
merely says that he was killed by Achilles, we cannot tell how
much of this marvellous character belongs to him in the Cypria.
In any case he is a being of a fantastic kind, such as we might
meet with in the adventures of Ulysses, but certainly not
among the warriors who fought in the battles of the Iliad.
6. Palarnedes is an important addition to the Homeric group
of dramatis personae. In the Cypria he detects the feigned
madness of Ulysses (Procl.), and is drowned while fishing by
Ulysses and Diomede (fr. 18). In later writers he appears as a
hero of a new type, one of those who have benefited mankind
by their inventions; and his fate thus acquires something of the
interest of a martyrdom. As the enemy of Ulysses he represents
the higher kind of intelligence, in contrast to mere selfish
cunning; he is sullertior isto, sed sibi inutilior, in the words
which Ovid puts into the mouth of Ajax (Metam. 13. 37). It is
impossible to say how far this view of the character of Palamedes
was brought out in the ancient epic poem. The story of his
death certainly assumed a much more highly-wrought and
pathetic form, familiar to us from the reference to him in Virgil

2. 81ff.)-( Enk.

quem falsa sub proditione Pelasgi
infando
Insontem,
indicio, quia bella vetabat,
Demisere neci; nunc cassum lumine lugent.
But the germ of all this, the contrast between the wisdom of
Palamedes and the wisdom of Ulysses, with the consequent
lowering of the character of Ulysses, is fairly to be traced to
the Cypria. We must feel at least that the murder of Palamedes
by Ulysses and Diomede would be as impossible in Homer as
it is in harmony with some later representations.

10
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7. The prophecies in the Cypria deserve some notice. When
Paris builds ships for his expedition, the consequences are
foretold by Helenus. Again, before he sails he is warned by
Cassandra, whose gift of prophecy is unknown to Homer.
avrdav. Finally,
Telephus comes to Argos to be cured
xa'ra1
as Welcker pointed out, the prophecy
of Nereus in Horace
(Od. 1. 15) probably comes from the Cypria. The wordsIngrato celeres obruit otio
Ventos
agree with the 'fair wind and smooth sea' of the quotation in
Herodotus (2. 117). The passage from which this quotation
came is omitted (as we have seen) in the argument of Proclus;
hence we need not be surprised if the prophecy of Nereus is
also unnoticed.
8. The statement that Helen was the daughter of Nemesis is
peculiar to the Cypria. It may be connected, as Welcker
thought, with the local worship of Nemesis in Attica. It is to be
observed,however, that the author of the Cypria is fond of treating
personifications of this kind as agents: compare the consultation of Themis, and the sending of Discord with the apple. Such
figures occur in Homer, but are much more shadowy and impalpable. The notion of a 'purpose of Zeus' as the ground-work of
the whole action shows the same tendency to put moral
abstractions in the place of the simpler Homeric agencies.
The Protean changes of Nemesis when pursued by Zeus
belong to a category already noticed as characteristic of the
Cypria. Other examples are, the Apple of Discord, the healing
of Telephus, the marvellous sight of Lynceus, the supernatural
powers of the daughters of Anius. The notion of magical
efficacy residing in certain persons or objects is one which in
Homer is confined to the 'outer geography' of the Odyssey.
The attempt which has now been made to ascertain the
relation between the Cypria and the Homeric poems has turned
almost entirely upon points of agreement and difference
between the Cypria and the Iliad. This however is only what
was to be expected, since the Cypria and the Odysseylie too far
apart in respect of matter to furnish many points of comparison. Subject to this reservation the result seems to be to
show, with cumulative and irresistible force, that between the
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time of Homer and the time of the Cypria great additions had
been made to the body of legends and traditions available for the
purposes of epic poetry; that that increase was due, in a large
measure at least, to the opening up of new local sources of
legend; that concurrently with it a marked change had come
over the tone and spirit of the stories; and finally, that all this
change and development had taken place in spite of the fact that
the author of the Cypria wrote under the direct influence of
Homer, and with the view of furnishing an introduction to the
events of the Iliad.
THE AETHIOPISOF ARCTINUS.
As the Iliad was introduced by the Cypria, so it was continued in the A7thiopis of Arctinus of Miletus, a poem in five
the following argument :
g
books, of which Proclus oives
The Amazon queen Penthesilea, daughter of Ares, comes as
an ally of Troy. After performing great deeds she is killed by
Achilles, and duly buried by the Trojans. There was a rumour
that Achilles in the moment of victory had been seized by a
passion for the fallen Amazon, and on this ground he is assailed
in the Greek assemiblyby Thersites. Rle kills Tbersites, and the
deed provokes a quarrel in the army; thereupon Achilles sails
to Lesbos, and having duly sacrificed to Apollo, Artemis, and
Leto, is purified from the homicide by Ulysses. Then Memnon,
son of Eos, arrives to aid the Trojans, with a panoply made by
and Thetis reveals to her son what the fortune of
this new ally will be. Memnon slays Antilochus, and is slain
.Hephaestus,
by Achilles; thereupon Eos obtains for him the gift of immortality. In the rout of the Trojans which ensues, Achilles
enters the city after them, and is killed in the Scaean gate by
Paris and Apollo. His body is brought back after a stubborn
fight by Ajax, who carries it to the ships, whilst Ulysses keeps
off the Trojans. Then follows the burial of Antilochus, and
Thetis, with the Muses and the Nereids, performs a lamentation
for her son. When he has been placed on the funeral pyre she
carries him off to the island Leuce. The Greeks having raised
the sepulchral mound hold funeral games, and a quarrel arises
between Ajax and Ulysses for the succession to the arms
of Achilles.

12
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The tablet known as the Tabcnla Veronensis1 (now in the
Louvre) gives the following brief summary of the Aethiopis:IIeveo-etXla 'Apa?&v lrapa7ylveTat. 'AxtXXeeb IlevOeaXqlav
M myov'AvT;thoXov
'AXtXXevitM4dt'ro•relvet.
a7ro••elvet.
Ya~,
vova tdroITreivet. Ev
cxatav 7rXhatm'AXtXXevfebrb IdptSog dvatpetrat. It seems very probable that these five sentences
answer to the five books into which we know that the poem
was divided. If so, the argument may be distributed somewhat as follows :I. Arrival of Penthesilea-her Jpto-reta.
II. Slaying of Penthesilea-interval
of truce, occupied on
the Trojan side by her burial, on the Greek side by the
Thersites-scene and the withdrawal of Achilles.
III. Arrival and daptorelaof Memnon-he slays Antilochus.
IV. Achilles returns to the field, slays Memnon, and puts
the Trojans to flight.
V. Death of Achilles in the gate-battle for the recovery of
his body-Opi~vo; and apotheosis of Achilles-funeral games
and contest for his arms.
From the statement of the scholiast on Pindar (Isth. 3. 53),
that according to the Aethiopis Ajax killed himself about dawn,
it would appear that the story was brought down a little further
than Proclus gives it. The reason for the omission would be
that the contest for the arms and death of Ajax fell within the
story of the Little Iliad.2
The Townley scholia on the Iliad contain the statement, that
in the place of the line which ends the poem in all MSS.,

rd ov"Ex'ropot17r7ro&poto
o, o'"y'
•p•lenrov
some copies had the two lines,
'' 'A~pa?tv
C&ot 7' •p•cLt'eov rdov '"Extopov, 3XO9

teya7aXr-opo(
VApqor
OvyLdrip
;Avpo66voto.

These lines are evidently meant to introduce the story of the
Aethiopis, and were believed by Welcker to be the opening
words of the poem itself (Ep. Cycl. 12. p. 199). Others, as
1 Welcker, Ep. Cycl. ii
p. 524;
Jahn, Bilderchroniken, Tab. iii. D'.
2
The quotation of eight lines as-

signed by Kinkel to the Aethiopis (fr. 3
in his edition), seems to me to belong
to the 'IAWov
rip7rs ; see p. 28.
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Bernhardy, have thought that they were framed for the purpose
of connecting the two poems in a collection or compilation,
such as the Epic Cycle. The latter view is probably nearer
the truth. There is a very similar passage of four lines at the
end of the Theogonyof Hesiod :aivrat p/Lv Ov
YoT'ort
aoavaTot

ryelvao
VTOo

rap

(a38pato- v evYlOeto-at

dr0eeeT
lC4

a
rlcvae"

viv 8~ yvvatco&v~&Xov elo-aTC,78vve7rtat
MoDo-at'OXvpwrtcdS9co pat Adto alytXoto.
These lines are in the form of a transition to the lost Hesiodic
KardXoyoq rvvatlewv, and accordingly they have been thought
by some commentators to be in fact the first four lines of that
poem. Two MSS., however, omit them altogether, and several
others omit the last two of the four, thus leaving the clause
aVi3at pevy C.7.X. without an apodosis. Comparing these facts
with the case of the two lines at the end of the Iliad, we see
that the circumstances are almost exactly parallel. The single
line which stands in our copies is incomplete. Like all the
sentences in Homer that begin with W&)
o 7ye,and the like, it
of
half
of
a
formula
first
is the
transition. The Townley
the
form
of the couplet. The
have
scholia
preserved
original
difference between the two cases is that no MSS. of the Iliad
(so far as our apparatus criticus extends) omit the formula
altogether. It only remains, then, to consider the probable
source and date of transitions of this kind between two
different poems. The opinion that the lines in the Theogony
were the beginning of another Hesiodic poem is rejected by
Marckscheffel (Hesiodi &c. fragmenta, p. 100). He is doubtless
right, and in any case the two lines of the Townley scholia
cannot have been the original opening of the Aethiopis. Apart
from the silence of the scholia, and the difficulty of understanding why the lines should ever have appeared in manuscripts of the
Iliad, it is impossible to suppose that the Aethiopis began with
words which would be meaningless unless the hearer remembered
the end of the Iliad. This would be something quite different
from the general knowledge of and subordination to Homer
which we trace in the 'Cyclic' poets. Both in the Iliad and in
the Theogonythe lines in dispute have the appearance of a sort
of. catchwordadded to prepare the reader for the next poem, as
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in printed books the heading of a chapter used to be placed at
the foot of the preceding page. Such catchwords imply of
course that the poems were read in a recognised order. The
habit of inserting them may have begun in the Alexandrine age,
when the chief works in each branch of literature were collected
and arranged in a 'canon' or accepted list. After the formula
had been confused with the text of the author, it was an easy
further step to leave out the latter part of it, as being wholly
irrelevant to the subject of the poem.
In passing from the Cypria to the Aethiopis we are struck at
once with the greater simplicity and unity of the poem. The
action falls within nearly the same limits of space and time as
that of the Iliad. There are two days of battle, separated by
an interval which need not be supposed to be a long one. The
second battle is quickly followed by the funeral games, with
which the concluding events are immediately connected. The
hero of the poem is Achilles; the main event is his death, and
to this the rest of the action, as far as we can judge, is
kept in due subordination.
While the plan of the Acthiopis may claim to be of the
Homeric type, the proportion of incidents founded upon references in Homer is comparatively small. The death of Achilles
takes place as foreshadowed in the prophecy of Hector
(11. 22. 359, 360):-

c e HaTdptKcal
c57e
~Fopoo'Ar6dXXWov
KIv
T7
oOX' 6'v "'v-' AXEwo" tv iKbcatflt 7tVWX?0t.

7art-

This, however, is a circumstance which may well have been
itself. Antilochus
part of the ancient myth, anterior to the
.liad slain by the 'son of
is said in the Odyssey(4. 187), to have been
Eos,' but there is nothing in Homer to connect Memnon with
the Ethiopians. The Amazons, again, are mentioned in the
Iliad, but (like the Ethiopians of the Odyssey)they belong to a
distant and fancifill region. The funeral games held in honour
of Achilles, and the lament for him performed by Thetis and
the attendant Muses and Nereids, are described in the last book
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of the Odyssey (24. 36-97). The burning of the body, mentioned in the same passage of the Odyssey (24. 71-79), was
replaced in the Aethiopis by a species of apotheosis in harmony,
with later religious and national feeling.'
These are perhaps the only cases in which Arctinus can
be thought to have directly borrowed the matter of the
Aethiopis from Homer. Nevertheless the whole course of the
events on which the poem is founded is closely parallel to the
story of the Iliad. The hero is the same, and he again quarrels
with the Greeks and leaves them for a time. Thetis has the
of consoling her son and
same part as in the Iliad-that
warning him of the future. Antilochus apparently takes the
place of Patroclus as the friend of Achilles. Like Patroclus, he
is the warrior whose fate comes next to that of Achilles in
tragic interest, whose death at the hands of the Trqjan champion
is immediately avenged by Achilles himself. Achilles, again,
when he has pursued the Trojans into the city, is killed by
Apollo and Paris; as Patroclus, drawn too far in a like
victorious course, was killed by Apollo and Hector. The contest
which follows for the recovery of the body of Achilles is a repetition of the contest in the seventeenth book over Patroclus.
Compare especially the passage (11. 17. 715 ff.) where Menelaus
and Meriones raise the body aloft, while the two Ajaxes keep
the Trojans at bay, with the similar parts taken in the
Aethiopis by Ajax and Ulysses respectively. The armour of
Achilles has its counterpart in the armour of Memnon, which is
equally the work of Hephaestus. Achilles gives up the body
of Penthesilea, as he gave up Hector to Priam. There is once
more a scene with Thersites, and the battles of the poem are
wound up by a Op{)vov,a funeral, and funeral games.
In these points we have to recognise not so much borrowing
as imitation, that is to say, a close adherence to the motifs and
It has been already pointed out
artistic forms of the liad.
that the plan of the Aethiopis is essentially Homeric in type,
and this observation may now be extended to the characters
and incidents. The ancient tradition that Arctinus was a
I It will be remembered here that
the twenty-fourth book of the Odyssey
is very commonly thought to be later
than the bulk of the poem. But the

discrepancy noticed in the text (with
regard to the body of Achilles) seems
to show that it is at least older than
the Aethiopis.
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disciple of Homer ('O 'pov pa0B1qr, Suid.), is fully borne out by
what we know thus far of his work.
It may be objected here that the correspondences now
insisted upon between the Aethiopis and the Iliad go to show
that the two works belong to the same age or school, but not
that the Iliad is the original of which the other is an imitation.
This defect may be supplied by an examination of the various
post-Homeric elements in the Aethiopis:-1. As has been already noticed, the episode of the Amazons
is unknown to Homer.1
2. The episode of Memnon and the Ethiopians is also substantially post-Homeric, though the Odysseyspeaks of Nestor as
weeping for his son Antilochus (Od. 4. 187)-5VP' 'Hoqo &retve baetvs
c•ylXao viov.
But the Ethiopians of the Odyssey are far too remote from the
known world of Homer to have taken part in the Trojan War.
Both the Amazons and the Ethiopians are nations of a fabulous
type that we do not meet with in the Iliad at all. Their
appearance in the Aethiopis is evidently due to an inclination
towards the romantic and marvellous, of which several examples
have been already noticed in the Cypria.
3. The carrying away of Achilles to the island of Leuce
is an incident which reminds us of the death of Sarpedon
in the Iliad (16. 450, 667), but the gift of immortality is new.
It is connected with the custom of hero-worship, the absence
of which is so distinctive a mark of the Homeric age. The
choice of Leuce as the abode of Achilles is also significant.
It was an island in the Euxine opposite the mouth of the
Danube, and in historical times we find the worship of Achilles
widely spread on the neighbouring coasts. Thus Alcaeus
addresses him as presiding hero of Scythia,2 and Herodotus
8pop'lo
(4. 55) describes the strip of land called
diffusion of Greek
near the mouth of the Borysthenes. This'Ax•XXjito9
traditions and Greek religious ideas must have been mainly
brought about by the numerous colonies of Miletus, which
1 Strabo
(xii. 24, p. 552) speaks as if
it were an established fact that the
Amazons took no part in the Trojan
war. He was probably unacquainted

with the poems of Arctinus : see the
remarks on p. 36.
2
6 ris
vCE'rLs
(Alc.
'AXtAAe9
Z:u)eOIs

fr. 49).
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occupied the coasts of the Euxine in the early prosperous times
of lonia; it is therefore no accidental coincidence that a
poet of Miletus should be the earliest witness of the fact. It
has been doubted, indeed, whether the Leuce of the poet is the
real island afterwards so called. According to the received chronology the period of Milesian colonisation is rather later than
Arctinus. The original Leuce may have been purely mythical,
the 'island of Light,' like the Elysian plain in the Odyssey. The
name would naturally be attached in course of time to a real
place, especially a place in the centre of a region over which
the worship of the new hero extended. If we accept this view,
which however is only necessary on the assumption that Arctinus
is of the eighth century B.C., and therefore anterior to the
Milesian settlements, the evidence of the Aethiopis is transferred
to Miletus itself. The mention of Leuce will then serve at least
to connect the Aethiopis with the time when the Ionian trading
cities, of which Miletus was chief, had begun to adopt the new
religious practices that grew up, after the Homeric age, in honour
of the national heroes.
4. The immortality granted to Memnon is a further exemplification of the new ideas. It is true that two similar instances
are found in our text of the Odyssey,viz., the immortality of
Menelaus in the Elysian plain (Od.4. 563), and the apotheosis of
Heracles (Od. 11. 601). The latter however is almost certainly
spurious, since it is inconsistent with all that is said of Heracles
elsewhere in Homer. The passage about Menelaus may also be
an interpolation; in any case it stands alone, and the Iliad
(as we see especially from the case of Sarpedon) shows no trace
of the notion.
5. Another incident of a post-Homeric kind is the purification of Achilles from the guilt of homicide, after sacrifice to
Apollo, Artemis, and Leto. There are references in Homer to
compensation paid to the relatives of the slain man, but
never to any purification by means of ritual, nor is Apollo
ever represented as deliverer from guilt (KaipaltoV), which
afterwards became one of his most prominent characters. The
whole idea of pollution as a consequence of wrong-doing is
foreign to Homer.
It seems to follow from these considerations that the Aethiopis
of Arctinus, like the Cypria, was a. work of considerably later
H. S.-VOL.

V.

C
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date than the Iliad.
As to its relation to the Odyssey the
evidence is (in the nature of the case) too scanty to justify a
definite conclusion; and while it is apparent that the Aethiopis
was materially different from the Cypria in point of artistic
structure, and probably in style and spirit, we cannot but see
on the one hand that it was influenced in the same degree by
the example and authority of Homer, on the other hand that it
showed equally decisive traces of change and progress, both in
external circumstances and in moral and religious ideas.
THE LITTLE ILIAD.

The abstract of the Little Iliad given by Proclus represents
it as a poem in four books, which related the events of the
Trojan War from the award of the arms of Achilles to the
bringing of the Wooden Horse into the city. The original
poem, as was shown in the former article (vol. iv. p. 318),
brought the story down to the departure of the Greeks, and
thus came into competition with the 'IJiov rrpoav? (Sack
of Troy) of Arctinus. Proclus accordingly passes over the
because it was not
latter part of the Little Iliad-either
taken into the Epic Cycle, or (on Welcker's view) because
his object was to give the series of events rather than the
contents of the different poems. The want is supplied in
great measure by the statement of Aristotle (already quoted)
about the tragedies taken from the Little Iliad, and still
more by the passage in Pausanias (x. 25-27) describing the
celebrated paintings by Polygnotus in the lesche at Delphi.
These paintings represented scenes from the capture of Troy,
and we are expressly told by Pausanias that in them Polygnotus
followed the account of the Little Iliad. From this source we
learn more of the details of the poem than is known of any
other part of the Epic Cycle.
The Little Iliad was generally ascribed to Lesches of Mitylene
(or Pyrrha), but by some to Thestorides of Phocaea, by others
(among whom was the historian Hellanicus of Lesbos) to Cinaethon of Sparta, by others to Diodorus of Erythrae.1 There was
3 C. Robert (Bild und Lied, p. 226)
points out that the authority of Hel-

Janicus tells strongly against Lesches.
Had there been an old tradition of tLe
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also a story (like the one told of Stasinus and the Cypria) that
Homer was himself the author, and gave it to Thestorides of
Phocaea in return for lodging and maintenance (Ps. Hdt. Vit.

Hlom.,? 15 ff.).

Of the ten tragedies said by Aristotle to be founded upon
episodes of the Little Iliad, the first six cover the same ground
as Proclus' abstract of the poem. The order of the titles, too,
as they stand in the Aristotelian list agrees exactly with the order
of events as given by Proclus. The account of Proclus therefore
is verified by the high authority of Aristotle, down to the point
at which Proclus-or the compiler of the Epic Cycle-deserted
the Little Iliad for the Ilinpersis of Arctinus. In the earlier part
of the poem, accordingly, the incidents were as follows:(1) The Judgment of the Arms (Kcpirts 6r-Xov). The arms, by
the influence of Athene, are adjudged to Ulysses; the madness
and suicide of Ajax follow.
(2) The Philoctetes. Ulysses having taken Helenus prisoner,
and obtained from him an oracle about the capture of Troy,
Philoctetes is brought from Lemnos by Diomede, is healed by
Machaon, and kills Paris. The dead body of Paris is treated
with indignity by Menelaus, then given up to the Trojans and
buried. Deiphobus becomes the husband of Helen.
(3) The Neoptolemus. Ulysses brings Neoptolemus from
The shade of
Scyros and gives him the arms of Achilles.
Achilles appears to him.
(4) The Eurypylus. Eurypylus, the son of Telephus, now
comes as a fresh ally of the Trojans. After doing great deeds
The Trojans are now closely
he is slain by Neoptolemus.
besieged, and the Wooden Horse is made by Epeius, under the
guidance of Athene.

(5) The rr-wXela. Ulysses maltreats himself, and enters

Troy in beggar's disguise. He is recognised by Helen, witlt
whom he confers regarding the capture of the city, and
fights
his way back to the camp.
(6) The Adcatvat. The Palladium of Troy is carried off by
Ulysses and Diomede.1 The Greeks then man the Wooden
Lesbian origin of the Little Iliad, Hel.
lanicus as a Lesbian would probably
have given it his support. It is worth
notice that the poem is ascribed to

authors belonging to all the great
divisions of the Hellenic race.
1 We have no
express statement as
to the subject of the Ad~KaLai,
but there

c2
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Horse with the chief warriors and make their feigned retreat;
the Wooden Horse is taken into the city, and great rejoicings
are held by the Trojans over their fancied deliverance..
The remaining plays mentioned by Aristotle are:(7) The Sack of Troy ('IXlov ne'po).
(8) The Departure of the Greeks (Jrd7'rXov9),which is also
the last incident in the Iliupersis of Arctinus.
(9) The Sinon-doubtless founded on the same story as is
given in the argument of the Iliupersis, and with full detail in
the AXneid.
(10) The Troades,in all probability the extant play of the
name, which turns upon events that immediately followed the
capture.
It is worthy of notice that the two last plays are out of their
chronological order, since they turn upon subordinate incidents
belonging to the subject of the seventh, the Sack of Troy.
This is not the only indication that they stand on a different
footing from the rest-that they are of the nature of an afterthought. Aristotle begins by saying that there were 'more
than eight' plays taken from the Little Iliad. We may gather
that he had eight in his mind that were clearly taken from the
poem, besides others that had been more or less altered in the
process of fitting them for the stage.
About twenty lines of the Little Iliad survive, besides
numerous references. The opening lines were"IXLOadel8o xcal Aap8avi~vy
del'rcwov,
S'rpt
'Apqo4.
e' roXXah
7rdlov Aavaol Oepdrov'reT

It was therefore an Iliad in the proper sense of the term.
The subject was the fall of Troy, and the various episodes were
necessary steps towards that end.
The next in the series of quotations (fr. 2) has the interest of
being referred to by the poet Aristophanes, in a passage of the
Knights (1056). It comes from the first part of the poem, the
Judgment of the Arms.
According to the Little Iliad the
Greeks, on the advice of Nestor, sent spies to listen under the
walls of Troy for some saying that would enable them to decide
is no room for doubt. The play is
evidently named from the chorus, which

consisted of the Spartan maidens in
the service of Helen.
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the quarrel. The spies heard the Trojan maidens disputing on
the question at issue. One said that Ajax was by far the
bravest-

Ai'arhv yap deLpe
7);ior'1r0O
•epe
icalp
-vees.
2p0o llXet&Sv, o8' i 9eXe 81 'Ovo'0
To which another answered, by the inspiration of Athene-7TW(
x6o'0ov "eVreL;
rWTob caTrh
\
eVeCwoviwfo;
'OEl
OVpCwr
XOool',6teW
E
0'fpot
ical~Ice
,
lyvvri
vrel avlp nr&el

"
oX
Key
aXX'obic av Ppo•
t•aLXratTo.
These wordswere reported to the Greek assembly, and the decision
given accordingly in favour of Ulysses. The last line and a half
are actually quoted in the text of Aristophanes; the rest comes
from the scholiast on the passage. The Little Iliad is also
quoted (fr. 3) for the statement that owing to the anger of
Agamemnon the body of Ajax was placed in the coffin without
being duly burned.
Two lines (fr. 4) relate how Achilles was driven by a storm to
the island of Scyros. This is evidently to introduce the bringThe words describing the spear of
ing of Neoptolemus.
Achilles (fr. 5) may belong to the same part of the story.
Four lines (fr. 6) are quoted from the history of a famous
golden vine, which the author of the Little Iliad-differing
somewhat from Homer-represented as having been given by
Zeus to Laomedon by way of compensation for the loss of his
son Ganymede:
a'•reXov,

7r86
)v KpoviStfl C?ropovo0L
ha•

'rota,

CrYavoiot
XPvUerlv •,XAXto-tv
XoUdaw'av
' oB"o'HbaL-rov Edra0-ciCoa9
Adt. TraTpi

8'Trpva6

) 8 Aao's80ovTr 'rrdpevFavv/Ar78eo dcl.
a0%C',

These four linesprobably come from the episode of Eurypylus.
The vine appears to be referred to in the Odyssey (11. 521
ff.), where Ulysses relates how Eurypylus son of Telephus fell, 'and many Ceteians were slain around him, all
because of a woman's gift' (cyvvatcwv 've/ca 8opev).
The
scholiasts on this passage tell us, on the authority of the ancient
historian Acusilaus, that Priam sent a golden vine to Astyoche
the mother of Eurypylus, and thus persuaded her to send her
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son to the aid of the Trojans. This explanation is borne out
by Od. 15. 247, where the same thing is said of Amphiaraus,that is to say, he was forced to take part in the war of Thebes,
in which he fell, because of the necklace given to his wife
Eriphyle. If then the golden vine given to Astyoche was the
same as that which Laomedon received from Zeus, it becomes
easy to understand how the four lines in question came into
the episode of Eurypylus. The poet of the Little Iliad had to
relate the story of Priam sending the ornament as a bribe to
Astyoche, and was naturally led to give its history in a short
of
digression (after the manner of the
r"apd~oo-tthe
On this view we can
almost complete
o-icq•r7pov
I1. 2. 101-108).
fragment. The next line would be something likea?rtp Aaode' IIvHptdC Xre . . ,
and the apodosis (which is required by the grammatical form of
the passage) must have said, 'this vine, then, Priam now gave
to Astyoche, mother of Eurypylus.' The poetical value of a
parenthesis of this kind is evident. It must have heightened
the pathetic effect of the story to represent Priam, in the
extremity of his need, giving away one of the great heirlooms of
the royal house to buy the alliance of the Mysian king.
Among the deeds of Eurypylus was the slaying of Machaon
(fr. 7). Other details to be added to this part of the narrative
are, the wounding of Ulysses by Thoas (fr. 8), -and the name
Anticlus in the list of the warriors who were in the Wooden
Horse (fr. 10). The scholars who sought to determine the
exact date of the capture were aided by the mention of a full
moon (fr. 11)7' E7Sr'EXA oXe
.
T, XapI7rp
i,' v a•q,
rXvrA
The line comes from the description of Sinon giving the preconcerted signal to the Greek army.
The remaining fragments (12-19) relate to the final battle
and the division of the spoil. The picturesque incident of
Menelaus letting fall his sword at the sight of Helen, referred
to by Aristophanes (Lysistr. 155), came from this part of the
Little Iliad (fr. 16). A quotation of five lines (fr. 18) relates

~v'p
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that Neoptolemus obtained Andromache as his prize, and threw
the young Astyanax from the wall of Troy. Pausanias adds
that Aeneas also was given to Neoptolemus, and that the death
of Astyanax was the act of Neoptolemus alone, not authorised
by the decree of the army. Other incidents of more or less
interest are derived from the chapters of Pausanias already
From this source we learn that
mentioned (x. 25-27).
Little
Iliad
the
to
according
(fr. 15), King Priam was not killed
as
he clung to the altar of his palace (as in
by Neoptolemus
at
the
but
door. Helicaon, son of Antenor, when
Virgil),
wounded in the night battle was recognised by Ulysses, and his
life saved (fr. 13). Aethra, the mother of Theseus, who was one
of the attendants of Helen, made her way to the Greek camp,
and was recognised by her grandsons Demophon and Acamas;
into whose hands Agamemnon, having first obtained the consent
of Helen, delivered her free from her long bondage (fr. 17).
Ajax, son of Oileus, was represented as taking an oath to purge
himself of the sacrilege which he had committed in tearing
Cassandra from the altar of Athene so that the image of the
goddess was dragged after her (Paus. x. 26, 1). Besides these
there are various details, such as form the staple of the minor
Homeric battles. Meges is wounded by Admetus, Lycomedes
by Agenor (fr. 12); Admetus is slain by Philoctetes, Coroebus
by Diomede, Axion by Eurypylus (fr. 15); Astynous is struck
down by Neoptolemus (fr. 14), and Eioneus and Agenor also
fall to him (fr. 15). In the Little Iliad the wife of Aeneas is
named Eurydice (as also in the Cypria)-not Creusa.
Such, then, were the multifarious events and personages of
which the story of the Little Iliad was composed. For the plan
of the poem and the degree of artistic unity which it possessed
we must recur to the piece of Aristotelian criticism already
quoted in reference to the Cypria. The Little Iliad, like the
Cypria, is said by Aristotle-to be about one person (rep' eva),
one time, and one action consisting of many parts (replti Lav
ro-Xvpepi^). The 'one action' is evidently the taking
ofrpi&trv
Troy. The 'parts' of which it consists are the subordinate
events, such as the arrival of Neoptolemus, the healing and
return of Philoctetes, the theft of the Palladiurhi. Each of these
parts is necessary to the main action, but is also a story with an
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interest of its own, capable of furnishing the subject of an
independent work; whereas in Homer the different episodes
have not this independent character; their interest lies in their
relation to the whole, and is lost when they are detached from
it. The ' one hero' of the Little Iliad is somewhat less obvious;
but a review of the chief incidents leaves no doubt that Ulysses
holds that place. The poem begins with his victory over Ajax,
which means that he is now acknowledged by the Greeks as
their greatest warrior; and he is the chief actor, or at least the
chief adviser, in most of the other affairs. His character (as in
Homer) is that of the champion of stratagem and adventure;
and as such he is contrasted with warriors of the type of
Achilles and Ajax. With a hero of this stamp we should
naturally assume that the poem was of a comparatively light
and cheerful cast; and this impression is amply confirmed by
the details, so far as they are known. Such scenes as the
debate of the Trojan maidens on the wall (in the orXwcv
,cp•o•t),
have
or Menelaus letting fall his sword at the sight of Helen,
an unmistakable air of comedy. This will be brought out still
further when we come to compare the Little Iliad with the
treatment of the same narrative by Arctinus.
The Little Iliad is distinguished among the Cyclic poems by
the large proportion of matter which may be regarded as
directly derived from Homer. Thus, to take the first five
episodes in Aristotle's list(1) The Judgment of the Arms is described in Od. 11.
It has been noticed above (in speaking of the
543-562.
Aethiopis, p. 15) that the representation of Ajax carrying the
body of Achilles, while Ulysses covered the retreat, is apparently
taken from the battle over Patroclus in the 17th book of the
Iliad: compare especially vv. 717-719, where Ajax says,
addressing Menelaus'XXa rz eyvxal Mnpt'vqi "ro8z've iaX' ica
awrap o7rto-Oev
aelpavTre~ epeT EIC
vYexpov
o
Kca'"Eicropt&'p.
rcAi aX•L-6tteO0aTpcoalyv e7ovov"
The rescue of Achilles is also referred to in the Odyssey(5. 310).
The fanciful story of the spies overhearing the words of the
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Trojan maidens seems to be contrived to give a meaning to
Od. 11. 5477raiteE 86 Tpdo'v 81arav
'cal
IIaXXa• 'A0?7v1,
a line of which other explanations were current (see p. 35).
(2) The bringing of Philoctetes from Lemnos is alluded
to in 11. 2. 718, and his presence with the army is implied
in Od. 8. 219.
(3) Neoptolemusis mentioned in II. 19. 326, as in Scyros: his
coming to Troy in Od. 11. 506 ff.
(4) His victory over Eurypylus in Od. 11. 506 ff.
(5) The rrTOXela, with the meeting between Ulysses and
Helen, is sketched in Od. 4. 240-264.
Again, the capture of Troy by means of the Wooden Horse
was told in the song of Demodocus, Od. 8. 492 ff. Anticlus as
the name of one of the heroes in the Wooden Horse (fr. 10)
occurs in the story told in Od. 4. 285. That Deiphobus became
the husband of Helen seems to be implied in Od. 4. 276.,
8. 517. The recognition of Helicaon son of Antenor by
Ulysses (fr. 13) is suggested by II. 3. 207 ff., where Antenor is
said to have entertained Ulysses and Menelaus. It is an
example of ?evia, like the meeting of Diomede and Glaucus.
Coroebus coming as a suitor for the hand of Cassandra (fr. 16)
seems to be a repetition of Othryoneus (1. 13. 364)-

3Taa veov

roXepotoper
,cX'oT elXjiXovBOv,
&' I
eZ4~0 ?plo'rrv
OvarpaTo
7T•ee
ptdL•oo
Kaoaadvypqv.

The death of Astyanax, as it is related in fr. 18waZia

S' EXcv 6'
/ KXrwov

AEie 7roOb T"erTayCwyv
aro

o rty7vp
"

7pryov,
"'"wXoic4o

is suggested by the words of Andromache in 11. 24. 734-STqT 'AXaLv
pL'+E6 XEtP

oX;X

d wb

v'py
Xvayponv

ov,

'OXEpov.

The sacrilege of Ajax son of Oileus may have been suggested
by Od. 4. 502, where his death is connected with the hatred of
Athene: ep. the reference to the anger of Athene as the cause
of the disasters of the return, Od. 3. 135.
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Of the additions made by the Little Iliad to the Homeric
narrative the following are of interest:(1) The Palladium of Troy is unknown to Homer. It has
been already observed more than once that objects endowed
with magical virtue are not Homeric. It would be especially
unlike Homer to make the fate of a city depend upon anything
of the kind.
(2) Sinon is not one of the Homeric dramatis personae, if we
may argue from the silence of the Odyssey.
(3) Aethra, the mother of Theseus, was said to have been
carried off by the Dioscuri in their invasion of Attica.
Accordingly in the Little Iliad she is in bondage to Helen,
and is set free by her grandsons Demophon and Acamas, as is
related in the passage of Pausanias quoted above (fr. 17). The
only apparent trace of this in Homer is in II. 3. 144, where the
two attendants of Helen arere
Ai'OpqIlrTO?oT
Ovy•r'yp,KXvi/.kVYT6o87rr~.
It is impossible however to suppose that the poet of the Iliad
knew the story of Aethra. There is no trace in Homer of
acquaintance with the group of legend to which the story
belongs. The two sons of Theseus are not among the warriors
of the Iliad, and the few references to Theseus himself are
probably interpolations. Even supposing Theseus to be known
to Homer, he belongs to an earlier generation than the heroes
of the Iliad, and the chronological difficulty of bringing his
mother into the story of Troy is manifest. Hence, as
Aristarchus pointed out, we have to choose between two
suppositions. Either the line is an interpolation, inserted to
suit the story of Aethra; or it is genuine, and the coincidence
of name is accidental. Considering the freedom with which
Homer introduces unimportant proper names into his descriptions, the latter seems the more probable alternative. It
might seem, indeed, that the whole story of Aethra was based
on the line of Homer: but Aethra, as the name of the mother
of Theseus, more probably belongs to the local tradition.
Naturally the later poets who found the name in Homer took
advantage of it in order to find a place for the Attic heroes
in the main body of epic narrative. Thus the story, as told in
the Little Iliad (and also, as we shall see, in the Iliupersis of
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Arctinus), is an attempt to connect the Trojan war with the
local Attic mythology,-a mythology which was singularly late
in finding its way into literature.1
Besides these we find only a few such matters as the slaying
of Machaon by Eurypylus (fr. 7), the slaying of Priam (fr. 15),
the division of the spoil in which Andromache and Aeneas fall
to Neoptolemus (fr. 18), the name Eurydice for the wife of
Aeneas (fr. 19), the incident of Menelaus and Helen (fr. 16),
with the minor incidents of the night-battle.
In style and character the Little Iliad followed the Odyssey
rather than the Iliad. The spirit of adventure which runs
through it, especially in the earlier part, is clearly inspired by
the picture of Ulysses in the Odyssey. In the Iliad, indeed
(with the marked exception of the Doloneia), this side of his
characteris not brought out. He is wise and eloquent, but hardly
adventurous. On the other hand it is the most prominent
feature in the Doloneia (which is almost certainly later than
the rest of the Iliad): and so doubtless in the 7rrcoxeia,the
theft of the Palladium, and other parts of the Little Iliad. On
the whole it would seem that if we imagine the Little Iliad as
a poem of no great length,-there were only four books
according to Proclus,-consisting of episodes in the manner of
the Doloneia, we shall not be far from the truth.
THE ILIUPERSIS OF ARCTINUS.

According to Proclus the Iliupersis or ' Sack of Ilium' in the
Epic Cycle was a poem in two books, the work of Arctinus of
Miletus. The contents were as follows:The Trojans surround the Wooden Horse, and hold anxious
debate. Some are for throwing it from the height of the citywall, or burning it up: others say that it must be consecrated
as an offering to Athene, and this opinion at length prevails.
They then give themselves up to rejoicing over their deliverance.
1 In the bronze figure of the Trojan
Horse on the Acropolis of Athens, the
heroes represented as peeping out of it
were Menestheus, Teucer (who ex-

presses the Athenian claim to Salamis),
and the two sons of Theseus (Paus. i.
23, 10).
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At this point two serpents appear, and kill Laocoon and one of
his two sons. Alarmed by this portent, Aeneas and his followers
withdraw to Mount Ida. Then Sinon lights the signal-fires, as
agreed with the Greeks. They return from Tenedos, the
warriors sally from the Wooden Horse, and the city is taken.
Neoptolemus kills Priam in his house, on the altar of Zevi
EpKeZoT. iMenelaus takes Helen to the camp, killing her
husband Deiphobus. Ajax son of Oileus, in attempting to drag
Cassandra from the altar of Athene, drags away the image of
the goddess; upon which the Greeks are ready to stone him,
and he escapes by taking refuge himself at the altar. The
Greeks burn the city, and determine the fate of the prisoners:
Polyxena is sacrificed at the tomb of Achilles: Ulysses kills
Astyanax, and Neoptolemus obtains Andromache as his prize:
Demophon and Acamas find Aethra and take her with them.
The fleet sets sail, and Athene prepares disaster for them on
their return.
This argument represents the Iliupersis as taking up the
story of the siege nearly at the point where the argument of the
Little Iliad left it, viz. the bringing of the Wooden Horse into
the city. But as the Little Iliad is known to have included the
later events, down to the departure of the Greeks, so it is
possible that the poem of Arctinus began at an earlier point
than the account of Proclus would lead us to suppose. Unfortunately the references to the Iliupersis are extremely few; but
they go far to show that it gave some account of the events
between the death of Ajax and the making of the Wooden
Horse.
The scholia on the Iliad (11. 515) tell us that according to
some critics the two Homeric larpoL,Machaon and Podaleirius,
followed the two branches of the healing art,-Machaon dealing
with wounds, Podaleirius with disease. In support of this they
quote a remarkable fragment from Arctinus' Sack of Ilium
(dE 'IXLov .ropO o-et), which runs as follows:
. . 'Evvoo-tyaaov
adi•a y7dp r•tv eGKe1Cra're7)p
a.tp4o7epoeT, epOv 8' Tr"pov
eKV•lov'
OrlKe
7O
v
repeXva
I.'Ep tOvorpa
Xetpa•
rte
Te Kal7rvpe',
oapIKcheEtv,
Tgqt)al
eiXcea arvr' acKEiaao-Oa&
7TO8' ap' akcpe/Pa r'ifaVra EYi arTi)e'0o0
eOVKE
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oa-Kowra're 7v lvat Kaa dvaX''a lraoea"
089pa Ical At'avToqrpC7ro~oLadOe
Xoopl'voo
/papvvotev6v 7e vdr)oLa.
o/ipacTr 7a'drpdarrovra

It has been generally supposed, from the reference to Ajax, that
these lines come from the Aethiopis, the scholiast having
confused the two poems of Arctinus. This however is not
necessary. The two lines about Ajax have rather the appearance of a parenthesis, brought in to illustrate a later point of
the story. If so, it is highly probable that the context of the
passage is the healing of Philoctetes. The poet takes occasion
to contrast the surgical skill of Machaon with the art of
Podaleirius, and adds by way of example that it was Podaleirius
who first perceived the symptoms of madness in the former case
of Ajax (& ja icaK
.. ). This view perhaps derives
At'av•ro
some further support
from the fact that in Quintus Smyrnaeus
(who doubtless follows earlier accounts) Philoctetes is healed
by Podaleirius; so that the drift of the passage of Arctinus
may be to explain why he, rather than Machaon, should deal
with so obscure a case. Quintus Smyrnaeus, again, ascribes
the oracle about the bringing back of Philoctetes to the seer
Calchas,-not Helenus, as in the Little Iliad. Further, the
Philoctetes of Sophocles does not agree with the Little Iliad, in
which Philoctetes is brought back by Diomede, before Neoptolemus has come to Troy. We may reasonably suppose that
Sophocles took his version of the story from the Iliupersis
of Arctinus. All this points to the conclusion that the story of
Philoctetes was given in the Iliupersis, and with details which
differed materially from those of the Little Iliad. Again, if the
recovery of Philoctetes, according to the Iliupersis, was an exploit of Neoptolemus, it is difficult to resist the further inference that the poem began with the coming of Neoptolemus
from Scyros. On this view it would embrace his whole career
as the real captor of Troy.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus says that according to Arctinus
the Palladium which was carried off by the Greeks was only a
copy of the real one. Hence it is inferred that the theft of the
Palladium was related in the Ilitpersis (see the note on p. 34).
A few details may be added, more or less conjecturally, from
other sources. Virgil is said to have followed Arctinus in the
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description of the sack of Troy which fills the second book of
the Aeneid. We may assume that the part played by Aphrodite
in the Aeneid was based upon the Iliupersis.
It appears, then, that the story of the Iliupersis is to be
reconstructed somewhat as follows. Neoptolemus, who is the
destined conqueror in the Trojan war, is brought from Scyros
(perhaps accompanied by a contingent of the islanders, the
Scyria pubes of Virgil, Aen. 2. 477). He succeeds to the arms
of Achilles-takes the leading part in bringing Philoctetes
from Lemnos-and kills the new Trojan champion, Eurypylus.
Thus all the important steps towards the capture of Troy are
due to him-the Palladium having been a deception. In the
division of the spoil he receives the chief ye'pa(, the possession
of Andromache. He is evidently, therefore, the hero of the
poem. His character, as we should expect from the poet of the
Aethiopis, is in many points a repetition of the character of
Achilles. He is a triumphant Achilles-wrarTph etrrvX0-repo',
T
''a XX' oto. He stands to his father, poetically speaking,
as the Epigoni to the heroes of the I'hebaid.
With the fortunes of Neoptolemus for the main interest of
the Iliupersis, we find, as a kind of underplot, the story of the
flight of Aeneas. The death of Laocoon is not, as in Virgil, a
warning to those who would destroy the Wooden Horse, but a
sign of the approaching fall of Troy. The escape of one of the
trait peculiar to this version-was doubtless
two sons-a
meant to signify that one branch of the Trojan royal housethat represented by Aeneas-might still survive the fall of the
city and the extinction of the family of Priam.' Thus the
prophecy of Poseidon would be fulfilled (II. 20. 397-8),
vivy

81;Alvelao /811 Tpc6eootv civdce,C
-

ica qral cow 7ratieV ro70
v
/e'T7rTIBOe

YwEyo as.

-a prophecy which has long been recognised as a piece of local
or family legend, connecting the later inhabitants of the Troad
with Aeneas. The divine agents in these events were probably
Aphrodite (who is also associated with Aeneas in the Cypria),
and Cybele, the Idaean Mother, to whose sacred mountain the
fugitives betook themselves. A trace of this remains in the
1 C. Robert, Bild und Lied, p. 193.
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statement of Pausanias (x. 26, 1) that Creusa, the wife of
Aeneas, was said to have been delivered from slavery by
Aphrodite and the mother of the gods: and the same account is
given in the words of Creusa, Aen. 2. 785-788 :
Non ego Myrmidonum sedes Dolopumve superbas
Aspiciarn, aut Graiis servitum matribus ibo,
Dardanis et divae Veneris nurus;
Sed me magna de'im genitrix his detinet oris.
As Pausanias adds that according to Lesches (i.e. the Little
Iliad) and the Cypria the wife of Aeneas was called Eurydice,
we can hardly be wrong in assigning the story of Creusa to the
Iliupersis.1 Thus it becomes a link of connexion between the
Aeneas-legend and the local worship of Cybele, in which Creusa
was doubtless a subordinate figure-taken into her service as
Ganymede by Zeus, or Iphigenia by Artemis. Another indication of local influence may be seen in the assertion of Arctinus
that the Palladium taken by Ulysses and Diomede was a copy.
The real Palladium was doubtless carried off by Aeneas, and
remained in the possession of the royal house that claimed
descent from him.
Although the Iliupersis ended with the victory of the hero
and the success of his cause, it had a distinctly tragic character.
The Nemesis of good fortune makes itself felt. When the
Greeks set sail Athene has withdrawn her favour, and has
resolved to send disaster upon them in the course of their
voyage (0Gophv aiTroZq icaTa T-7 eXayog ,pXavaTat, Procl.).
The misfortunes of the return were therefore indicated at the
close of the poem. The thought that ' satiety breeds insolence'
evidently coloured the representation of Arctinus, and gave
the key-note to the treatment of the subject in later Greek
literature.
The comparison of the Iliupersis with Homer need not detain
1 Pausanias never mentions
sanias
that Coroebus

Arctinus,
and seems not to have known of either
the Aethiopis or the Iliupersis.

He re-

fers to Arctinus' version of the death of
Priam, and of Astyanax (x. 25, 9),
simply as the account from which
Lesches differed. Similarly, when Pau-

(x. 27, 1) says
was killed &s 6
xdy-osby Neo•Ae•ov to Lesches
ptolemus, but according
by
Diomede, the 'common account' doubtless is that of the Iliupersis, of which
Neoptolemus was the hero.
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us long, as most of the points have been already noticed in
connexion with the Little Iliad. As to the plan and structure
there are no grounds for a positive opinion. If we are right in
thinking that the story took in the whole career of Neoptolemus,
it can hardly have had the almost Homeric unity which we
found in the Aethiopis. On the other hand, the fact that the
Little Iliad was taken by Proclus (or the compilers of the Epic
Cycle) as the authority for the events down to the making
of the Wooden Horse would indicate that in the Iliupersis the
interest was more concentrated on the actual capture. Possibly
the earlier part of the story was brought in (as in the Odyssey)
in the form of a narrative put into the mouth of one of the
characters.' The shortness of the poem points to the use of
some such device.
The incidents of the Iliupersis which appear to be taken
from Homer-the Wooden Horse, the death of Deiphobus, the
sacrilege of Ajax, the death of Astyanax, the disasters of the
return to Greece-were all to be found also in the Little Iliad
(see p. 25). Of the new or post-Homeric matter some portions
are common to the two poems, viz. the treachery of Sinon, the
slaying of Priam by Neoptolemus, and the story of Aethra. On
the other hand the most important addition to the Homeric
account, the story of the flight of Aeneas and his followers,-of which the story of Laocoon is an integral part,-is peculiar
to Arctinus. According to the Little Iliad Aeneas fell to the
share of Neoptolemus, and was carried into slavery by him.
The sacrifice of Polyxena, if we may argue from the silence of
our authorities, was related in the iliupersis only. It is one
of the indications of the hero-worship of Achilles.
The points now enumerated will furnish data for comparing
the Iliupersis, not only with Homer, but also with the Aethiopis,
as a work of the same poet, and with the Little Iliad, as a
different and (as is generally supposed) later treatment of the
same subject.
In the Iliupersis, as in the Aethiopis, we have recognised the
addition to the Trojan story of a considerable amount of
legendary matter. Two main sources of new legend may be
1 The digression about Podaleirius
and Machaon (p. 28) would be part of

such a narrative. The style of the lines
seems to favour this hypothesis.
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discerned. It was doubtless in the native traditions of Asia
Minor that Arctinus found the figures of Penthesileia and
Memnon, as well as the legend of Aeneas and the Trojan settlement on Mount Ida. In these matters we trace the influence
upon the Greek colonists of the races with which they were
brought into contact. And though this influence is perceptible
in other 'cyclic' poems-e.qg. in the story of Telephus in the
most striking
Cypria, and Eurypylus in the Little Iliad-the
examples seem* to be those which we find in the Aethiopis
and the Iliupersis. Other post-Homeric elements in Arctinus
receive light from the circumstances of the Ionian colonies, and
from their religious ideas and practices, especially the practice of
hero-worship. Under this head fall such things as the immortality of Memnon, of Achilles, of Creusa,-the purification of
Achilles from the guilt of homicide,-his removal after death
to Leuce, in the region of the Milesian settlements,-and the
sacrifice of Polyxena at his tomb.
The comparison between the poems of Arctinus (especially
the Iliupersis) and the Little Iliad turns chiefly on points
already noticed. It may be worth while however to bring
together the incidents which appear to have been treated
somewhat differently by the two poets.
1. In the Iliupersis Neoptolemus kills Priam at the altar of
Zez4
: as also in Virgil (Aen. 2. 663),EpPiceo"

Natum ante ora patris, patrem qui obtruncat ad aras.
In the Little Iliad (fr. 15) Priam is dragged from the altar and
killed at the door of the palace : the poet probably wishing to
diminish the horror of the scene.
2. According to the Iliupersis Astyanax was killed by Ulysses
(fr. 2): according to the Little Iliad he was thrown from a
tower by Neoptolemus, o~i ivy r?c &86yarT6 ye 'EXX5vJov
(Paus. x. 25, 9). In the Iliupersis, then, it appears that the
Greeks came to a solemn decision, carried out by Ulysses, and
doubtless also advised by him, founded on the maxim vi5mrtov
84

;rarTepa

lctelva

IcKaaXel'7rot.

The author of the Little

Iliad altered the 7ranSay
story, evidently in order to exonerate his
hero.
3. According to the argument of the Iliupersis the sons of
IH. S.-VOL.

V.

D
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Theseus found their grandmother Aethra in the division of the
spoil: whereas in the Little Iliad (fr. 17) Aethra escaped from
the city before or during the capture (vitia •XIqo-ero "IXeov),
and found her way to the Greek camp. In this version we may
recognise the invention of the later poet.
4. The stealing of the Palladium, which in the Little Iliad
was an important exploit of Ulysses, was probably not related
at length in the Iliupersis. All that we are told by Dionysius
of Halicarnassus is that according to Arctinus the true Palladium
was in Troy to the time of the capture, kept in a secret place,
and that there was a copy of it exposed to view, which the
' Achaeans' took.1
5. In the Little Iliad (and in the Cypria) the wife of Aeneas
was Eurydice: in the received account, doubtless going back to
the Iliupersis, she is called Creusa. The name, as we have
seen, is part of the local legend connected with Mount Ida and
the worship of Aphrodite and Cybele.
6. It has been shown (p. 29) that there is some ground for
thinking that the story of Philoctetes, as told in the Philoctetes
of Sophocles, was derived ultimately from Arctinus. The substitution in the Little Iliad of Diomede for Neoptolemus, of the
oracle of Helenus (procured by Ulysses) for the advice of
Calchas, and of Machaon for Podaleirius, is in accordance
with the desire to exalt Ulysses, as well as the general fondness for changes in detail which we have noticed in the
Little Iliad.
7. The incidents connected with the 'Judgment of the Arms'
were told in two or three different versions, some part of which
may be derived from Arctinus.
The representation in the Little Iliad of Ajax carrying the
body of Achilles, and Ulysses protecting the retreat, seems to
be taken from 11. 17. 715, ff., where however it is Ajax with
his Locrian namesake who keeps Hector and the Trojans at
bay. The scholiast adds the remark (probably made by
Aristarchus) that if Homer had related the death of Achilles
1 Arctinus certainly mentioned the
true Palladium, probably in connexion
with the flight of Aeneas; but the rest
of the notice may possibly be due, as
in some instances given by C. Robert

(Bild und Lied, p. 231), not to the poet
himself, but to commentators who
sought to harmonise his account with
the Little Iliad.
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he would not have made Ajax carry the body. Another account
seems to have exchanged the parts played by the two heroes:
for on Od. 5. 310, where Ulysses speaks of 'the day when the
multitude of Trojans poured their spears on him, over the fallen
TOV
Achilles,' the scholiast makes the comment, 0bT
- ca~1brepEadXcrav
cal'
vi
o-c&IaTov'AXLXXEw
d~/4acraao0ev,
Ala" xa
"O8vaoEL•
c a' A 'ar
61ca da e~wHaTrp6CX. In this version
P'rep1o-7-taev,
true to his Homeric character, and we naturally
Ajax remains
suspect that it must have been the original account of Arctinus
in the Aethiopis, though in the argument of Proclus the
Aethiopis is made to agree with the Little Iliad.1
Regarding the 'judgment' itself, the scholiast on the Odyssey
tells us that in the line (11. 547),
'xao-av ca IIaXX*a
'A*Orjv
7ras*e 8 Tpcohov

,

the reference is to the Trojan prisoners, who being asked whether
Ajax or Ulysses had done them most harm, decided the question
in favour of Ulysses. This form of the story does not connect
the 'judgment of the arms' in any especial manner with the
combat over the body of Achilles, and altogether it is of a
simpler and graver stamp than the version which comes to us
from the Little Iliad.
These considerations are perhaps not
sufficient to justify us in attributing it to Arctinus, especially
as we have no direct statement that the details of the Kp'cr(t
were given in the Aethiopis (p. 12). In any case the
~~rXXwov
construction which it put upon the words
Tpcohv &Icaoaav
vraiter
is more natural than that which makes them
maidens overheard
by Greek spies: and although the passage in the Odysseymay
be an interpolation, it is probably of considerable antiquity.
The version of the Little Iliad is very different in character;
it is elaborate and fanciful, and at the same time wanting in
epic dignity. Indeed it has very much the air of a burlesque of
the older story.
The result of our examination is that the poems of Arctinus
1 It is an objection to this inference
that Aristarchus-if we may argue from
the silence of the Venetian scholia-does
not seem to have known of any postHomeric account except that of the
Little Iliad. Possibly the account of

the scholia on Od. 5. 310 is a mere
misunderstanding of Aristarchus; the
remark that Homer would have told
the story in such and such a way being
twisted into a positive statement that
that was the true account.
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were composed in the tragic style of the Iliad, combined with a
vein of romance which belonged to the soil of Asia Minor: while
the Little Iliad treated the same series of events in the lighter
epic style, largely tempered by the romantic and adventurous
element which is represented by the Odyssey,and within the
Iliad by the 'Doloneia.'
Thus the Little Iliad carried the
Ulysses of the Odyssey,so to speak, back into the Trojan war: the
Aethiopis and Iliupersis gave the chief place to Achilles and the
heroes who were akin to him, Ajax and Neoptolemus. Finally,
while Arctinus admitted much new matter, the growth of
Ionian history, the author of the Little Iliad confined himself
in general to the Homeric circle of myths, and sought rather
for novelty in his manner of treatment and in the details of his
narrative.
The Aethiopis and the Iliupersis are almost the only epics
never attributed to Homer, and Miletus is almost the only important city which never claimed him. Perhaps the reason is
simply that Arctinus was not sufficiently popular to give rise to
a legend of the kind. His poems are not mentioned by any
writer earlier than Dionysius of Halicarnassus; apparently they
were unknown to Strabo (p. 16) and Pausanias (p. 31). Probably
the name of Arctinus would not have survived at all if he had
not been the earliest poet who related the escape of Aeneas from
the destruction of Troy. Thus he became a witness to the
Roman national legend, and the Iliupersis gained a species of
immortality in the second book of the Aeneid.

THENOST1.
The poem called the No070ro,or 'Returns' of the heroes from
Troy, was in five books, and was generally ascribed to Agias of
Troezen.1 The contents as given by Proclus were these:Athene having stirred up a quarrel between Agamemnon and
1 Eustathius
(p. 1796, 53) quotes 'the
author of the

a Colophonian,'

Vdc-oT,that in the
for the statement
end
Telemachus married Circe, and Telegonus Penelope. It has been thought
that this refers to another poem on tLe

subject of the ' returns,' by a Colophonian poet. There is so much about
Colophon, however, in the cyclic Nosti
that it seems more natural to suppose
that the author was thought by some
authorities to be a Colophonian.
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Menelaus on the subject of the voyage home, Agamemnon
delays his departure in order to propitiate the goddess.
Diomede and Nestor are the first to start, and return safely:
Menelaus follows them, but encounters a storm which drives
him to Egypt with five only of his ships. Calchas with Leonteus
and Polypoetes goes by land to Colophon, where he dies and is
buried. As Agamemnon is preparing to start with his followers,
the shade of Achilles appears and warns him of the future.
The fate of the Locrian Ajax is then described. Neoptolemus,
on the advice of Thetis, goes home by land through Thrace,
meeting Ulysses in Maroneia; Phoenix dies on the way and is
buried: Neoptolemus reaches the Molossian country, and is
recognised by Peleus; the death of Agamemnon at the hands
of Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra is avenged by Orestes and
Pylades, and Menelaus returns to Sparta.
According to Pausanias, (x. 28, 7) the Nosti contained a
vcvita, or descent into Hades, of which Proclus says nothing.
Several of the references to the Nosti seem to belong to this
part of the poem, especially a version of the story of Tantalus,
quoted by Athenaeus (fr. 10), and three lines about Medea
restoring Aeson (fr. 6); perhaps also the genealogical notices
about Clymene (fr. 4), and Maera (fr. 6). Eustathius (p. 1796,
53), says that the author of the Nosti made Telemachus
eventually marry Circe, and Telegonus, son of Circe, marry
Penelope. This piece of eschatology lies beyond the period
covered by the story of the poem, but may have come in
incidentally, in the form of a prophecy, just as the final
immortality of Menelaus is prophesied in the Odyssey.
The death of Calchas at Colophon was the subject of a story
told by Hesiod, and also by the logographer Pherecydes
(Strabo, xiv. p. 643). It had been foretold that he would die
when he should meet with a mightier seer than himself, and
such a seer was found in Mopsus, grandson of Tiresias, who
presided over the oracle of the Clarian Apollo. It may be
gathered that some form of this legend was adopted by the
author of the Nosti.1
I

The MS. gives Teipefav ?vrau-Ga
reGNewievarvTa
Odrr7ovur,where TELpecaay

must be a false reading for
KdAXav•ra.
The name Teporitasmust have
occurred

in the poem, and been put for Calchas
in this place by mistake--perhaps by
the grammarianwho made the summary
in Proclus.
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The subject of the Nosti, according to the reference in
Athenaeus (vii. p. 281b), is the 'return of the Atridae' (56yo v
"
v v iVj 'Arpeto&v
Kc49o8ov),and this phrase is
rrott'a-a
evidently a correct description of the main argument. The
poem opened with the separation of Agamemnon and Menelaus,
and ended with the return of Menelaus, just as his brother's
murder had been avenged by Orestes. Thus it contained two
chief threads of narrative-the diverse fortunes of the two
Atridae-which are brought together at the close. In subordination to these there are two land journeys in opposite directions: Calchas going to Colophon, and Neoptolemus by Thrace
to Epirus. Room is found also for the fate of Ajax the Locrian,
who accompanies Agamemnon, and the uneventful return of
Nestor and Diomede. The arrangement of these episodes is
worth notice; it follows the Homeric rule of filling up pauses
or intervals of time by a subordinate piece of narrative, and so
avoiding any sensible break in the action of the poem. Thus
the pause made by the quarrel of Agamemnon and Menelaus
is taken advantage of to introduce the return of Nestor and
Diomede, just as the pause after the quarrel at the beginning
of the Iliad is filled by the episode of the return of Chrysels.
Again, the sailing of Menelaus to Egypt is immediately followed
by the journey of Calchas, and the sailing of Agamemnon by
the journey of Neoptolemus, because without such a change of
scene a long voyage would have the effect of a blank space in
the picture. So (e.g.) in the third book of the Iliad, when
heralds are sent from the armies into Troy (1. 116), the scene
changes to the walls, and the time during which they are on
the way is filled by the retXoo-orria (11.121-244). By these
contrivances, then, the Nosti doubtless attained a degree of
unity not much inferior to that of the Homeric poems. The
crisis is evidently the murder of Agamemnon, which is speedily
followed by the vengeance of Orestes.
The moving force in the poem seems to have been the anger
of Athene; as her favour and the anger of Poseidon are the
moving forces in the action of the Odyssey. This is indicated,
as we have seen, in the closing scenes of the Iliupersis; the
general tone and character of the Nosti was evidently in keeping
with this motif. The main events were essentially disastrous,
and the playful and fanciful elements associated with the figure
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of Ulysses were wanting. Thus we may regard the Nosti as a
tragic Odyssey-an Odyssey which marks the transition from
Homer to the Agamemnon of Aeschylus.
Of the incidents of the Nosti a large proportion appear to be
taken directly from Homer. Such are :-The quarrel caused by
the anger of Athene between Agamemnon and Menelaus
(Od. 3. 135 ff.); the return of Diomede and Nestor (Od. 3.
166, 182); the voyage of Menelaus and his arrival in Egypt
with five ships (Od. 3. 299, ctTap T're 7rpTne veaq...ALy?^VrTO)

drrXao-a-e); the fate of the Locrian Ajax (Od. 4. 499 ff.); the
story of Agamemnon and Orestes. In one or two cases we can
trace the growth of new detail from Homeric suggestions :(1) Megapenthes is said in the Odyssey(4. 12) to be the son of
Menelaus by a slave (dic
KovXyc); in the Nosti (fr. 2) the name
of the slave was given.
(2) The meeting of Neoptolemus with Ulysses in Maroneia
is suggested by Od. 9. 39, 197 ff., where Ulysses is said to have
been in that part of Thrace.
The chief additions to the Homeric account are the journeys
of Calchas and Neoptolemus ; the former of these is essentially
post-Homeric in its character. The city of Colophon, like all
the cities founded or occupied by the Ionian colonists, is quite
unknown to Homer. The oracle of the Clarian Apollo belongs
to the time when the Greek settlers in Asia Mlinorhad adopted
to some extent the religious ideas and practices of the native
tribes: as a local oracle too, it is an institution of a postHomeric kind.
Its seer, Mopsus, claimed descent from
Teiresias,-just as the kings of the Ionian cities are found to
claim descent from Homeric heroes, such as Agamemnon and
Nestor. In this part of the Nosti, therefore, we trace the
same relation to the history of Colophon which we found to
subsist between the Aethiopis and the history of Miletus,
and again between the Iliupersis and the later settlements in
the Troad.
In the story of Neoptolemus we may recognise a postHomeric element in the ethnical name of the MoXo-o(, which
implies some extension of geographical knowledge. It is the
first indication of the claim of the kings of Epirus to the honour
of descent from Achilles.
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Of the remaining names the most important is that of Medea,
whose magical powers were set forth (fr. 6). The notices in
Pausanias (fr. 4, 5) and Apollodorus (fr. 1) refer to genealogical
details which it is not easy to connect with the story of the
poem. The mention of the mother of Megapenthes (fr. 2) is a
fact of the same kind. It may be inferred that the author of the
Nosti was one of the poets who made it their business to furnish
the genealogies connecting the Homeric heroes with each
other, and with the leading families of later times.
The prophetic warning given by the shade of Achilles is an
incident of a post-Homeric type; we may compare the appearance of Achilles to Neoptolemus in the Little Iliad. The
immortality of Telemachus and Telegonus follows the precedent
of Achilles and Memnon in the Aethiopis, the Dioscuri and
Iphigenia in the Cypria.

THE TELEGONIAOF EUGAMMON.,

The Telegonia was a poem in two books only, by Eugammon
of Cyrene, the last of the ' cyclic' poets. It was evidently
composed as a sequel to the Odyssey, and conclusion of the
heroic story. The argument in Proclus is as follows:After the burial of the suitors Ulysses goes to Elis, where
he is entertained by Polyxenus. The stories of Trophonius,
Agamede and Augeas are related. After returning to Ithaca to
perform certain sacrifices, Ulysses goes to the country of the
Thesprotians, marries their queen Callidice, and leads them in
a war against the Brygi, in which Ares, Athene, and Apollo take
part. On the death of Callidice, Polypoetes, son of Ulysses,
becomes king, and Ulysses returns to Ithaca; then Telegonus
son of Ulysses by Circe, who has been seeking for his father,
makes a descent upon Ithaca.
Ulysses comes to repel the
attack and is killed by his own son. Telegonus finds too late
what he has done, and takes his father's body, with Telemachus
and Penelope, to his mother, who makes them immortal. Finally,
Telemachus marries Circe, and Telegonus Penelope.
It is evident that this story was framed partly to satisfy
curiosity as to the fate of the chief characters of the Odyssey,
and partly to find a place for the genealogies of various families
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that claimed descent from Ulysses. The Thesprotian episode
is clearly due to the latter of these motives.
The story of the cave of Trophonius is given by the scholiast
on Aristophanes (Nub. 500). It is a variant of the Rhampsinitus story. The incident of the death of Ulysses at the hands
of his son is equally familar from the story of Sohrab and
Rustum. In these stories we have fresh instances of the kind
of attraction by which a dominant group of legend, such as the
Troica, draws in materials from other circles of popular
mythology.
There is some uncertainty as to the manner in which the
personages are disposed at the end of the poem. According to
Eustathius (p. 1796, 47) the Telegonia made Telegonus the son
of Calypso,-thus contradicting the Nosti (see the note on p. 36).
The argument of Proclus only mentions Circe; but this may be
in deference to the authority of the Nosti. In any case the
general character of the closing scene is evident: and we
cannot but regret that the curtain should be made to fall in
this strange and burlesque fashion on the stage so long filled
by Homeric gods and men.
D. B. MONRO.

